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Abstract.
The major goal of evoked related potential studies arise in source localization techniques to
identify the loci of neural activity that give rise to a particular voltage distribution measured
on the surface of the scalp. In this paper we evaluate the effect of the head model adopted
in order to estimate the N170 component source in attention deficit hyperactivity disorder
(ADHD) patients and control subjects, considering faces and words stimuli. The standardized
low resolution brain electromagnetic tomography algorithm (sLORETA) is used to compare
between the three shell spherical head model and a fully realistic model based on the ICBM-152
atlas. We compare their variance on source estimation and analyze the impact on the N170
source localization. Results show that the often used three shell spherical model may lead to
erroneous solutions, specially on ADHD patients, so its use is not recommended. Our results
also suggest that N170 sources are mainly located in the right occipital fusiform gyrus for faces
stimuli and in the left occipital fusiform gyrus for words stimuli, for both control subjects and
ADHD patients. We also found a notable decrease on the N170 estimated source amplitude on
ADHD patients, resulting in a plausible marker of the disease.
1. Introduction
Researchers use source localization techniques of event-related potential (ERP) to identify the
loci of neural activity that give rise to a particular voltage distribution measured on the surface of
the scalp. This problem, usually called electroencephalogram (EEG) inverse problem, is affected
by the uncertainties of the model used to simulate the situation, such as the head geometry,
electrical conductivity or electrode positions. However, it has been shown that if the model
used does not differ considerably from the true model, those differences tend to be of the same
order of the electronic noise, and then can be individually negligible [1, 2, 3]. To build those
realistic models it is necessary to have extra information, usually provided by magnetic resonance
images (MRI) and an electrode acquisition system. However, most of ERP studies consist of
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making repeated measurements over a large number of patients/controls, making individual
model acquisition impractical. Therefore, a standard head model is customarily used.
The simplest and historically accepted model is the three layered homogeneous spherical
model, where each layer represents the brain, skull and scalp (inside out), and the electrical
conductivities are assumed to be homogeneous and isotropic [4]. As is known, this model has
plenty inaccuracies that might affect the EEG forward and inverse problems, such as the lack
in geometrical adherence of the assumed shape with respect to a real human head, as well as
its simplified electrical conductivity model. In order to avoid these problems, realistic average
atlas-based head models jump on stage. These models are generally made from an average
of one hundred or more healthy subjects and guarantee an improvement over wrong shaped
approximation models [5, 6].
To evaluate the effect of head model on source localization we consider the widely accepted
standardized low resolution brain electromagnetic tomography (sLORETA) algorithm [7]. This
method allows to localize distributed brain sources by performing a location-wise inverse
weighting of the results of a minimum norm least squares analysis with their estimated variances,
leading to a smooth solution. Based on the sLORETA we evaluate the impact of the head model
in the inverse problem solution by comparing the estimated source variance. We show differences
between head models and compute solutions for control subjects and patients.
In this work we focus on solving the EEG inverse problem for the ERP N170 component.
The N170 is a cortical marker linked to facial, object and word processing [8, 9]. Several studies
have looked for the N170 cortical sources, leading to different solutions. Some of them [9, 10]
conclude that the brain generators of this ERP are localized in the fusiform gyri (FG), or in
the FG and additional structures such as the lingual gyri [11]. Other works found the brain
generators of the same component in the lateral occipital-temporal cortex [12] or in the superior
temporal sulci [13]. Those differences may be due to the kind of the stimuli used or to the model
assumed to solve the problem. As is shown in this work, unrealistic head models lead to an
increase in the localization variance, and therefore its usage cannot be recommended.
We distinguish between control subjects and patients with attention deficit hyperactivity
disorder (ADHD). ADHD is a neuropsychiatric condition with onset in childhood that
extends over adolescent and adult life with a considerable symptomatic burden and functional
impairment. It has been shown [14, 15] that the N170 component represents an ideal brain
marker to assess possible cortical markers of emotion processing for faces in ADHD. Therefore,
accurate source imaging is fundamental in order to report differences in cortical activation areas
between control subjects and ADHD patients. In this work we analyze such differences and
show that the spherical head model may lead to erroneous results, even worst if a single dipole
model is assumed.
2. Material and Methods
This study is part of a broader research project on the association between cortical processing of
facial emotional expressions, social cognition skills and executive functioning [16]. Only relevant
data is presented in this work.
2.1. Participants
Ten adult participants with ADHD (one male; three left-handed; mean age of 33.1 years old,
standard deviation of 3.42 years old) and ten healthy subjects (one male; two left handed;
mean age of 33.3 years old, standard deviation of 3.64 years old) were recruited. ADHD was
diagnosed according to the American Psychiatric Association criteria [17], and a questionnaire
was given to healthy participants to rule out hearing, visual, psychiatric or neurological deficits.
All participants gave signed, informed consent in agreement with the Helsinki declaration. All
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experimental procedures were approved by the Ethics Committee of the Institute of Cognitive
Neurology. More details regarding participants selection procedure may be found in [16].
2.2. ERP stimuli
Faces and word images were presented to test the effects of stimulus type (faces, words or face-
word stimuli), valence (positive vs. negative) and compatibility (compatible vs. incompatible
in word and face valence combinations) in a dual valence task. Participants were asked to
categorize words or faces displayed on a computer screen according to their valence, into one
of two categories (positive or negative), as quickly as possible. In this study variations due
to valence and compatibility were not analyzed, i.e. only the three different stimuli type were
studied: faces, words and combined face-word. The task comprised of two blocks of 320 trials
each, the simultaneous stimuli and the single stimuli block.
Figure 1 shows a diagram of the experimental design. Trials started with a fixation cross
for 1000 ms. Then a stimulus was presented for 100 ms, followed by a fixation cross until
participants responded. If the response was incorrect, a red cross was presented as feedback for
100 ms and the trial ended. No feedback was provided in trials with correct responses. After
responses or feedback, an inter-stimulus interval (ISI) of 1000 ms was added.
Figure 1. Experimental design. The trial started with a fixation cross, followed by a target
stimulus (face or word) or two simultaneous stimuli (face and word) depending on which of the
two main blocks was being performed. After the target stimulus, a fixation cross appeared until
the response. If the response was incorrect, a red cross appeared and the trial ended. Otherwise,
the trial ended without feedback. After responses or feedback, an ISI of 1000 ms was added (not
shown).
In the simultaneous stimuli block, participants were exposed in each trial to a face in the
center of the screen and a word four degrees below, simultaneously for 100 ms. Participants
were asked to indicate the emotion shown by the face and to ignore the word. In the single
stimulus block, participants were exposed on each trial to a face or a word in the center of the
screen and asked to indicate the emotion of the stimulus. More details regarding experimental
conditions can be found in [16].
2.3. Data acquisition
EEG signals were recorded with a BioSemi 128-channel system (BioSemi, Amsterdam, the
Netherlands). Sampling rate was set at 500 Hz and signals were band-pass filtered between
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0.1 and 100 Hz. Then, data were filtered off-line to remove unwanted frequency components
between 0.3 and 30 Hz, down-sampled to 128 Hz and re-referenced to instantaneous average
potential. Two bipolar derivations monitored vertical and horizontal ocular movements. EEG
data were segmented from 200 ms prior, to 800 ms after the stimulus onset. All segments with
eye movement contamination were removed from further analysis using an automatic algorithm
[18] and a visual procedure. Only artifact-free segments were averaged to obtain ERPs.
2.4. Head model and forward problem
In order to solve the inverse problem we must first choose a head model. Since individual MRI
data was not available, a standard model was considered. The first model proposed was the
widely used three layered isotropic spherical model, where each sphere represents the boundaries
of different tissue domains (i.e., brain, skull and scalp). The electrical conductivities adopted for
each layer are the accepted 0.33 S/m for the brain and scalp, and 0.0096 S/m for the skull [19].
The second model considered in the present study was an average head model built from
a sample of 152 MRIs of typical participants provided by the International Consortium of
Brain Mapping (ICBM) [20]. The scalp and skull surfaces were extracted from the image using
the brain extraction tool [21] and then corrected using MeshLab. To make a fully realistic
model we considered the white matter anisotropy using a diffusion tensor atlas based on 81
healthy participants [22] co-registered with the ICBM model. This allows to consider the
electrical conductivity as a tensor field through a linear transformation of the diffusion tensor
eigenvalues [23]. In Figure 2(a) we show a sagital slice (x = 9 in the Montreal Neurological
Institute coordinate system) where the boundary surfaces of both models are overlapped. There
can be seen the geometric differences between them. In Figure 2(b) we show in the same slice
the electrical conductivity map (mean conductivity across each voxel) considered for the realistic
(average) model.
(a) (b)
Figure 2. Head models considered in this work. In Figure 2(a) a sagital slice where both models
are overlapped is shown. In Figure 2(b) we show the real-shaped model tessellation colored by
the electrical conductivity map (mean conductivity).
In order to solve the EEG forward problem we use the linear finite element method
(FEM) [24]. This method, unlike the boundary element method, allows to handle anisotropy
of the electrical conductivity in the soft tissues. The original models were tessellated using
the ISO2Mesh toolbox [25], resulting a tetrahedral mesh with 2 mm side length average (see
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Figure 2(b)). Possible solutions were constrained to the cortical surface but were not constrained
for orientation [6].
2.5. Source imaging
To localize the generators of brain activity we considered the widely accepted sLORETA [7].
This is a statistical source imaging method that performs a distributed and smooth source
localization. Although its solution is a distributed source activation map, it has been shown
that sLORETA method localizes dipolar sources with zero error under ideal conditions [26, 27],
allowing its usage also for dipolar source estimation. Therefore, it can be used to compare both
dipolar and distributed solutions.
Basically, sLORETA employs a minimum norm current density estimation, and then
localization is computed by standardizing the obtained values with respect to the variance
of those estimators, leading to the here called source current power density (SCPD) factor.
This estimation is done by assuming that the current density variance receives contributions
from possible noise in the EEG measurements due to electric neuronal activity. In its simplest
form, this noise can be assumed to be independent and identically distributed all over the cortex,
allowing equal contribution of all cortical neurons to the biological noise. Under these conditions,
it can be shown [7] that the estimated current density covariance matrix S
jˆ
depends only on
the head model used to compute the forward problem, and then can be used to compare the
influence of models in the EEG inverse problem. To quantify this influence we compute the
ratio between the mean variance of the estimated current density across the directions for both
spherical and realistic head models, i.e.
Rl =
tr
nh
S
jˆS
i
l
o
tr
nh
S
jˆR
i
l
o , (1)
where tr{·} is the trace operator, S and R refers to the spherical and realistic head models, and
the l subindex refers to the lth test location over the cortex. Equation (1) allows to compare
between the variance of the estimated current density map for both spherical and realistic
head models. If the mean value of the estimated current density is of the same order for both
models, the variance ratio will account for the differences on the SCDP factor, and then will
explain differences on source location. Larger variance ratio values will be associated with cortex
regions where the realistic model improves the source localization over the spherical model. We
refer to [7] for sLORETA related formulae.
2.6. Data selection
sLORETA images were calculated at N170 component negative peak for each subject and
condition using a spherical and a realistic head model. To determine the N170 peak, the average
signal of representative electrodes over occipital lobes was obtained (see Figure 3), within a
167-229 ms time window for faces and simultaneous faces-words stimuli, and within a 182-284
ms time window for word stimuli, for each subject. The N170 peak amplitude was found as the
local minimum of this average.
SCDP was calculated for each condition and subject using sLORETA method with the
presented head models at the N170 peak. Finally, the average of this source images for faces,
words and simultaneous faces-words stimuli were obtained for both groups under study (patients
and controls).
3. Results
In this Section we show results concerning the N170 component source localization considering
both realistic and spherical head models, for control subjects and ADHD patients. First we
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Figure 3. Measured potentials placed in the 128 electrode BioSemi standard position.
Representative electrodes are marked (see Section 2.6).
perform the source localization. For each subject and condition two sLORETA source images
were obtained at N170 peak, one for each head model. These images were averaged across
control subjects (Figure 4) and ADHD patients (Figure 5).
Figure 4. sLORETA source images (SCDP×10−6) of N170 component peak for control subjects
using the realistic head model (upper row) and the spherical head model (lower row) from a
basal view. Three different stimuli are depicted: faces (first column), simultaneous faces and
words (second column) and words (third column).
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Figure 5. sLORETA source images (SCDP×10−6) of N170 component peak for ADHD patients
using the realistic head model (upper row) and the spherical head model (lower row) from a
basal view. Three different stimuli are depicted: faces (first column), simultaneous faces and
words (second column) and words (third column).
In a general view, all images obtained using the spherical head model found the activation
zones in more anterior areas and more bilateral than using the realistic model. The intensity
of SCDP is considerably larger in the realistic model, implying more reliable solutions to the
inverse problem. These differences may be decisive if only one dipolar source placed on the test
point where the SCDP is maximum is considered. Table 1 shows the different MNI coordinates
and the anatomical description obtained from the Harvard-Oxford Cortical Structural Atlas [28]
of these maxima. When the realistic head model was used, maximum SCDP values for faces and
simultaneous faces-words stimuli in control subjects were found in the right occipital fusiform
gyrus (OFG), whereas the right temporal-occipital fusiform cortex (TOFC) was found when the
spherical model was used. This difference is even higher when analyzing the results for ADHD
patients, since the right OFG is found when the realistic head model is used, whereas the left
OFG is found when the spherical head model is considered. Note also that when analyzing
SCDP for words stimuli, the left OFG was found in all cases. However, it has to be remarked
that the SCDP value is higher when the realistic model is considered, and therefore results will
be more accurate.
These differences between models may be explained in terms of the variance ratio introduced
in Section 2.5. Figure 6 shows the variance ratio between the spherical and the realistic head
models.
It can be seen that this measure is predominantly larger than unity, which means that the
realistic head model is more reliable than the spherical model. Note that in the occipital pole
(OP) and OFG the relation is up to 5 times, which means that the realistic head model will
improve the spherical head model even better in these cortex areas, which are of special interest
in the source localization of the N170 component.
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Figure 6. Superior (left) and basal (right) view of the brain showing the bias ratio (equation
(1)). Larger values will be associated with cortex regions where the realistic model improves
the source localization over the spherical model. Note that in the occipital pole and occipital
fusiform gyrus the relation is up to 5 times.
4. Conclusions
In this work we show the influence of the head model considered in the forward problem for
the ERP N170 component source localization. We show an accurate way to build an atlas
based fully-realistic model, considering both geometry and electrical conductivity. Based on
the sLORETA source imaging method we compare the influence of both models for source
localization by means of the variance ratio on source reconstruction over the cortex. We find
that the realistic head model improves the spherical head model, specially when the dipolar
source model is considered. We also find that, using the proposed model, N170 sources are
mainly located in the right OFG for both faces and simultaneous faces-word stimuli, and in
the left OFG for words stimuli. Although these results are found to be the same for control
subjects and ADHD patients, a notorious decrease of the SCPD value is found between them.
This decrease in SCPD could be a possible marker of ADHD. In these situations, the realistic
head model leads to more reliable results. Further work will be focused to analyze an accurate
method to report activation areas considering distributed source localization results.
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